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Abstract 
Programs in functional logic languages usually have to satisfy a nonambiguity condition, that 
semantically ensures completeness of conditional narrowing and pragmatically ensures that the 
defined (nonboolean) functions are deterministic and do not yield different result values for the 
same argument uples. The nonambiguity condition allows the dynamic detection of determin- 
ism in implementations of functional logic languages. In this paper we show how to achieve this 
and what can be gained by this optimization 
1. Introduction 
Functional logic languages are extensions of functional languages with principles 
derived from logic programming [20,21]. While their syntax almost looks like the 
syntax of conventional functional languages, their operational semantics is based on 
narrowing, an evaluation mechanism that uses unification instead of pattern matching 
for parameter passing. Narrowing is a natural extension of reduction to incorporate 
unification. It means applying the minimal substitution to an expression in order to 
make it reducible, and then to reduce it. 
In general, functional logic programs have to satisfy a nonambiguity condition, that 
semantically ensures completeness of narrowing [4, 111 and pragmatically ensures 
that the defined (nonboolean valued) functions are deterministic and do not yield 
various different result values for the same argument tuples. 
The aim of this paper is to show how to make use of the nonambiguity condition 
in order to perform a dynamic detection of determinism in implementations of func- 
tional logic languages. The techniques that we present are independent from the 
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implementation method. Especially for the implementation of narrowing, a lot of 
machine models have been proposed in the literature. A coarse classification distin- 
guishes machines based on the Warren abstract machine (WAM) [22], see e.g. 
[2,5,8, 181, and extensions of functional reduction machines [6, 12,13, 15,231. In this 
paper we focus on the stack narrowing machine of [13]. It is however no problem to 
incorporate a corresponding determinism check in the other machine models. 
The effect of the determinism check can be compared to a dynamic and safe version 
of the cut operator known from Prolog. It enables a dynamic reduction of the 
computation tree, whenever it is safe to do so, due to the nonambiguity of programs. It 
is important to note that the boolean-valued functions corresponding to Prolog predi- 
cates always satisfy the nonambiguity condition. Thus, the dynamic detection of deter- 
minism applies also to Prolog and logic programs. The main application is however the 
optimized handling of purely functional computations in functional ogic languages. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the syntax and 
operational semantics of the functional logic language BABEL [16, 171. This 
section also contains a discussion of the nonambiguity condition. Section 3 contains 
an overview of the main components of the stack narrowing machine of [ 131 and the 
compilation of BABEL programs into code for this machine. We explain the detection 
of determinism in two stages. In Section 4 the simple case of function definitions 
without guards, which correspond e.g. to unconditional function definitions and 
Prolog facts, is handled, while the general case is discussed in Section 5. In both 
sections we first show under which conditions a rule application is deterministic, i.e. 
no other rule for the corresponding function symbol must be considered. This is 
formally proved using the nonambiguity condition. Then we show how to check these 
conditions in the narrowing machine. Sections 6 and 7 finally contain some con- 
clusions and a discussion of related work, respectively. A complete formal specifica- 
tion of the modified narrowing machine is given in the appendix. 
2. The functional ogic language BABEL 
In this section, we introduce the first-order weakly typed subset of the functional 
logic language BABEL [16, 173. BABEL is a higher-order polymorphically typed 
functional logic language based on a constructor discipline. Its operational semantics 
in based on narrowing. 
2.1. Syntactic domains 
Let DC = UncN DC” and FS = Un. M FS” be ranked alphabets of constructors and 
function symbols, respectively. We assume the nullary constructors ‘true’ and ‘false’ to 
be predefined. Predefined function symbols are the boolean operators and the equal- 
ity operator. In the following, letters c, d, e, . . . are used for constructors and the letters 
f,s,h, . . . for function symbols. 
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The following syntactic domains are distinguished: 
Variables X, Y, 2, . . . E Var 
Terms s, t, . . . E Term: t ::=x % variable 
I 4t 1 ,..., tn) O/O CEDC”, n30 
Expressions B, C, M, N, . . . E Exp: 
M ::= X % variable 
I 041, . . . . M,) %cEDC”,n>O 
I f(M,, . . . . M,) %feFS”,n>O 
I @-+W % guarded expression 
1 (B + MI0 M2) % conditional expression 
61 
B + M and B + Mlo Mz are intended to mean ‘if B then M else not defined’ and 
‘if B then MI else Mz’, respectively. 
2.2. Functional logic programs 
A BABEL program consists of a finite set of defining rules for the not pre- 
defined function symbols in FS. Let f~ FS”. Each defining rule for f must have the 
form: 
f@ I ,..., t,) := (B+ > M. 
. / -- 
Ihs optional guard body 
L I 
rhs 
and satisfy the following conditions: 
1. Term pattern: ti E Term. 
2. Left linearity: f (tI, . . . , t,) does not contain multiple variable occurrences. 
3. Restrictions onfree variables: Variables occurring in the right-hand side (rhs), but 
not in the left-hand side (lhs), are called free. Occurrences of free variables are allowed 
in the guard, but not in the body. 
4. Nonambiguity: Given any two rules for the same function symbol f: 
f(t 1 ,..., tn):= {B+}M. and f(sI ,..., s,):= (C+}N. 
one of the three following cases must hold: 
(a) No superposition: f (tI, . . . , tn) and f (sl, . . . , s,) are not unifiable. 
(b) Fusion of bodies: f (tI, . . . , t,,) andf(sr, . . . , s,) have a most general unifier (m.g.u.) 
cr such that Mo and No are identical. (Mo denotes the expression M where all 
variables X have been replaced by o(X). Mo is called an instance of M.) 
(c) Incompatibility of guards: f (tI, . . . . t.) and f (sl, . . . . s,) have a m.g.u. r~ such that 
the boolean expressions Ba and Ca are incompatible. 
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In [16] the notion of incompatibility has been formalized in such a way that 
(i) it is decidable whether two expressions B and B’ are incompatible, and 
(ii) if B and B’ are incompatible first-order expressions, there is no Herbrand 
algebra d such that, for some substitution p over &, 
[11R4&~ = [B’j,p = true,. 
The formal definition of BABEL’s declarative semantics is out of the scope of this 
paper. For our purpose it is only important that the notion of incompatibility of 
expressions is chosen in such a way that incompatible expressions cannot simulta- 
neously be evaluated to true. 
Example 2.1. Let euen (X) be true, if X represents an even number and odd(X) be true, 
if X represents an odd number. Consider the program rules 
R f(X) := even (X) + Ml. 
1 
= 
f(X) := not (even (X)) + M2. 
and 
R f(X) := 
2 
= 
{ f(X) := 
even (X) 
odd (X) 
Then, the guards of Rr are incompatible, while the guards of R2 are not, be- 
cause incompatibility is only a decidable syntactic approximation of unsatis- 
fiability. 
In the next sections we will discuss the consequences ofthe nonambiguity condition 
in detail and show how this condition can be used to optimize implementations of 
functional logic and logic languages by a dynamic detection of deterministic (parts of) 
computations. 
Guarded rules allow a simple translation of Prolog clauses into BABEL. The body 
of the clause becomes the guard of the BABEL rule whose body is identical to true. To 
ensure left linearity the guard must be extended by appropriate equality conditions. 
Note that the nonambiguity condition is trivially satisfied by logic programs, because 
the bodies of the rules are always identically true and thus condition 4(b) (fusion of 
bodies) applies. 
Example 2.2. The Prolog rules 
father (bob, john). male(X) :-father (X, Y). 
correspond to the BABEL rules 
father (bob, john):= true., male(X) := father (X, Y) + true. 
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If necessary, the following rules for the predefined function symbols are implicitly 
added to a program: 
l Rules for the boolean operations: 
l Rules for the equality operator ‘ = ‘: 
% c E DC”, d E DC”, 
2.3. Operational semantics 
The operational semantics of BABEL is based on the following narrowing rule, 
which describes how to apply a BABEL rule to an expression through unification: 
Let f(t1, . . . . tn):= R. be some variant of a program rule and f(M,, . . . , M,) an 
expression which shares no variables with the rule variant. 
If 8 u r~ : Var + Exp is a most general unifier with tie = Mio for 1 < i < n, then: 
f(M 1 ,..., M,) +,Rtl. 
To evaluate guarded and conditional expressions, one needs the following special 
narrowing rules: 
(true+ M) +,M (true + M1nMZ) je Ml (false + Ml0 M2) je MZ, 
where E denotes the empty substitution i.e. s(X) = X for all X E Var. 
The one-step narrowing relation *b c Exp x Exp with Q : Var + Exp is inductively 
defined by: 
l +#C *m 
l If Mi *bNi for some iE{l,...,n} and $EDCUFS, then 
4(M 1,*..,Mi,...yM,) *a (MlG,**.,Ni,...,M,o) 
0 B =s# B implies 
(B-r M) *a(B’ + Mo) and (B+ MloM2) *,(B+ MlcroM20) 
The execution of several computation steps is given by the transitive, reflexive 
* 
closure of the narrowing relation with composition of the substitutions, a#. 
Narrowing of a BABEL expression M may lead to the following outcomes: 
l Success: M **, t with t E Term, 
l Failure: M 5, N, N is not further narrowable and N $ Term, 
l Nontermination. 
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For simplicity, we consider in the following sections first the leftmost innermost 
narrowing strategy. This corresponds to the evaluation strategy of Prolog. Later on 
we will discuss the incorporation of our optimization technique in lazy narrowing 
implementations. 
Example 2.3. Using the Prolog-like rules of Example 2.2, we get the following 
innermost narrowing sequence for the expression male(Z). 
male(Z) *e (futher(Z, Y’) + true.) 
*(Z/bob, Y’/john} (true + true-) 
Je true 
In [17] soundness and completeness results have been stated, which relate the 
narrowing semantics to a declarative semantics for first-order BABEL. A proof of 
these results can be found in [16]. The soundness result implies that it is not possible 
to narrow incompatible expressions imultaneously to true. 
Lemma 2.4. Let B and B’ be incompatible expressions. If B 2, true for some substitu- 
tion a, there exists no narrowing sequence B’a *amp true, where a’ is any substitution. 
Proof. The soundness of the narrowing semantics implies that [[Ban&p = true& for 
any Herbrand model d and any environment p. Due to property (ii) of the incompati- 
bility notion we have that [B’a]&p # true d for any Herbrand model d and any 
environment p. Using again the soundness of the narrowing semantics we can deduce 
that the existence of a narrowing sequence B’a %,, true contradicts this statement. 
This completes the proof. 0 
3. Implementation of functional ogic languages 
We will explain the dynamic detection of determinism for a simple stack based 
narrowing machine that has been introduced in [13]. The presented optimizing 
modifications are however independent from the chosen implementation technique 
and can analogously be incorporated into other machines which are capable of doing 
narrowing or SLD-resolution. In order to perform backtracking such machines will 
work with components, which correspond to the trail and the choice points known 
from Warren’s Prolog engine [22]. Variables will be represented by special nodes in 
a heap or graph structure. The modifications that are necessary concern mainly these 
components. It will be advantageous if the heap is organized in a similiar way as 
a stack as it is e.g. in Warren’s Prolog Engine. 
In this section we shortly describe the structure and the behaviour of the stack 
narrowing machine. We concentrate on the components that are involved in the 
optimizations. 
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To evaluate an expression, the narrowing machine tries to reduce it to a normalized 
form. This means that the left-hand sides of rules for the defined and predefined 
function symbols are unified with appropriate subexpressions, which are then re- 
placed by the corresponding instances of the rule’s right-hand sides. The machine tries 
the program rules in their textual ordering and evaluates arguments from left to right; 
it backtracks when a failure or a user request for alternative solutions occurs. 
3.1. Components of a narrowing machine 
The store of the narrowing machine contains the following components: 
l a program store ps : PAdr + Znstr and an instruction pointer ip E PAdr, where 
PAdr:= N 
The program store contains the translation of the program rules into abstract 
machine code. This component remains unchanged during the evaluation of pro- 
grams. The instruction pointer points at the instruction in the program store that has 
to be executed next. 
l a graph G: Adr + GNodes, where Adr := iV 
The graph or heap is necessary for the representation of terms, i.e. variables and 
structured terms. The set GNodes of graph nodes contains the following types of 
nodes: 
- variable nodes: 
(VAR, a) with a E Adr u {?> ((VAR, ?) represents an unbound variable) 
- constructor nodes: 
(CONSTR, c, a, : ---: a,)withcEDCandaiEAdr (l<i<m) 
l a graph pointer gp E Adr 
The graph pointer always indicates the next free address within the graph. It 
simplifies the allocation of new graph nodes. The graph is organized as a stack that 
grows during forward computations and shrinks on backtracking. 
l a data stack ds E Adr* 
The data stack is used for all accesses to the graph. Its entries are graph addresses. 
Instead of a data stack the WAM uses sets of registers. Our modifications, however, 
do not concern the organization of the data access. 
l an (environment) stack st E (Adr u PAdr u f+J u (?})* 
The environment stack is the central component of the machine. It is used to store 
the environments of function calls and choice points which keep track of possible 
alternative computations. Environments contain the control information for forward 
computations while choice points control backward computations, i.e. backtracking. 
The environment stack is accessed via two pointers: 
- the environment pointer ep E N indicates the active environment on the stack; 
- the backtrack pointer bp E N indicates the topmost choice point. 
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The environments of function calls have the following structure 
(nlv, lvars, sep, ra), 
where 
- nlv E N is the number of storage locations reserved for local variables in this 
environment block. 
- lvars E (Adr u {?I>,” are nlu stack positions for local variables. When the environ- 
ment block is created, these positions are initialized with the symbol ? to indicate 
that a binding has not yet occurred. During unification the ? will be overwritten by 
the pointer to the graph node representing the expression to which the local 
variable is bound. 
- sep E N is the saved pointer to the previously active environment block. 
- ra E PAdr is the return address of the function call, i.e. the program address at which 
the computation has to be continued after a successful termination of the function 
call. 
Choice points contain the information that is necessary for restoring a previous state of 
the machine on backtracking: 
(tds, rids, sds, n, args, tt, sgp,sbp, badr). 
- The first five components 
* tds E N (“top of the data stack”), 
* nds E N (“number of saved data stack positions”), 
* sds E Adr* (“saved data stack positions”), 
* n E IV (number of arguments) and 
* args E Adr* (arguments) 
give information of how to restore the data stack on backtracking. The stack has to 
be deleted up to position tds and then the nds saved entries, sds, have to be copied 
onto the stack. Finally, the n saved arguments args of the function call have to be 
copied on top of the data stack. 
- tt E N saves the length of the trail (introduced below). 
- sgp E N is the saved graph pointer, which is used to reset the graph. 
- sbp E N is the saved backtrack pointer, i.e. the pointer to the previous choice 
point. 
- badr E PAdr is the backtrack address and indicates the code address of the next 
alternative rule. 
The environment stack of the narrowing machine in general contains a mix- 
ture of choice points and environments. The top of the stack is always in- 
dicated by the maximum of the environment pointer and the backtrack 
pointer. 
a a trail tr E Adr* 
The trail is used to mark variable bindings that have to be undone in case of 
backtracking. 
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3.2. Compilation of functional logic programs 
After grouping the rules of BABEL programs according to the function symbols, 
a program has the general form: 
9 = {(fQ(t$ . ..) t~))=rhs~).Il~i~rj)ll <j<k} 
The code generated for such a program consists of the code for the various procedures 
(groups of rules for the same function symbol), which will be produced using the 
scheme proctrans given in Fig. 1. The code for a procedure is executed whenever an 
application of the corresponding function symbol has to be evaluated. A CALL 
instruction stores an environment block on top of the environment stack and writes 
the address of the code for the procedure into the instruction pointer. The defining 
rules of a function symbol are tested in their textual ordering. Before the first rule is 
tried, the instruction ‘TRY-ME-ELSE (rule2, n)’ puts a choice point on top of the 
environment stack to keep note of the alternative rules. This choice point saves the 
current state of the machine. It contains the backtracking address rule2 and saves the 
n arguments of the procedure given on top of the stack, because these can be modified 
during the following unification. If a rule application fails, the state of the machine is 
restored using the information saved in the choice point, and the next alternative rule 
is applied. The code for this rule starts with the instruction ‘RETRY-ME-ELSE 
label’, which changes the backtrack address within the choice point to the code 
address of the next alternative rule ‘label’. When the last rule is tried, the choice point 
is removed by the TRUST-MEXLSE-FAIL instruction. 
Let f be a function symbol with arity m. Then: 
prOCt?WlS(( f(til, camp t,):=rhsi.Il<i<r, ra2)) 
._ .- TRY-ME-ELSE (rule2, n) 
ruletrans (f(tII, . . . . tJ:= rhsl.) 
rule2 : RETRY-ME-ELSE rule3 
ruletrans (f(tzI, . . . . tzn):= rhs2.) 
rule3 : 
rule,: TRUST-ME-ELSE-FAIL 
ruletrans (f(tlI, . . . . tm):= rhs,.) 
ruletrans(f(tI, . . . . tn):= B + M.) := unifytrans (f(t 1, . . . , t,)) 
exptrans (B) 
JMP-TRUE body 
FAIL 
body: exptrans (M) 
RET 
Fig. 1. Compilation schemes proctrans and ruletrans. 
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If there exists only a single rule for the symbol f, the code for the procedure 
corresponds to the code produced for this rule by the ruletrans scheme. The transla- 
tion of each rule consists of code for the unification of the arguments of the function 
application with the terms on the left-hand side of the rule and code for the evaluation 
of the right-hand side. After evaluation of the guard, the instruction JMP-TRUE tests 
whether the guard has been evaluated to true and if so, jumps to the code for the 
evaluation of the body. Otherwise backtracking is initiated by the FAIL command. 
After a successful evaluation, the RET command gives the control back to the calling 
procedure. If the environment block of the procedure is on top of the stack, it can be 
removed by the RET instruction. This behaviour corresponds to the stack implemen- 
tations of ordinary procedure oriented programming languages. If a choice point is on 
top of the stack, the environment must not be deleted, because it may be needed again 
in case of backtracking. 
For the explanation of our modifications it is not necessary to go further into the 
details of the translation schemes for the unification, guard and body evaluation and 
the machine instructions that are used in these schemes. The interested reader is 
referred to the appendix, which contains a complete formal specification of the 
innermost narrowing implementation. 
4. Determinism detection for rules without guards 
In this section we take a closer look at the nonambiguity condition of functional 
logic programs and show how this condition can be used to detect determinism. We 
first consider the special case of rules without guards, which is rather common. Most 
pure function definitions and Prolog facts have this form. 
4.1. The semantics level 
In the case of rules without guards the nonambiguity condition shrinks to the form: 
Given any two rules for the same function symbolf: 
f(t 1, . . . . t,):= M. and f (sl, . . . . s,):= N., 
iff(t,, . . . . t,J andfh, . . . . s,) have a m.g.u. 6, then Ma and Na are identical. 
and we can state the following simple lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let 
(RI) f(t1, ***7 t,):= M. and (R,) f(sl ,..., s.):= N. 
be any two program rules for the same function symbol f and let f(aI, . . . . a,) be an 
expression with ai E Term (1 < i < n). Without loss of generality we assume that the 
rules and the expression do not have common variables. 
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Vf @ 1, . . ..t.P =fh ***, a,) for some substitution 8, i.e. RI is applicable without that 
variables in f (aI, . . . , a,) are bound, then R2 need not be considered, because either R2 is 
not applicable or the result of applying R2 yields an instance of the application of RI. 
Proof. Assume that also R2 is applicable, i.e. there exists a substitution 0’ with 
f(s I,...) sn)8’=f(q )...) C&)8’. 
As RI and R2 do not have common variables and as RI is applicable with substitution 
8, this implies that 
f(s I)..., s,)e8’=f(tl,...) t,)W. 
Thus, the left-hand sides of RI and R2 are unifiable and the nonambiguity condition 
tells us that in this case MO8 = N&I’. As 8 binds only variables of RI, we get 
M&I’ = Nl?, which shows that NO’ is an instance of Mg. Cl 
This lemma means that we need not check applicability of other rules whenever no 
variables in the expression that is being evaluated are bound during the unification 
with the left-hand side of a rule. 
The following simple example shows that the application of the redundant rule need 
not yield the same result, but an instance of the result of the application of the first rule. 
Example 4.2. Consider the function rules 
f(X, a):= x. 
f(b(a), Y):= b(Y). 
The left-hand sides of the rules are unifiable, but the nonambiguity condition is 
satisfied, because the most general unifier of the left-hand sides, {X/b(u), Y/a}, also 
unifies the right-hand sides of the rules. 
For the evaluation of the expression f (b(Z), a), both rules are applicable, but only 
the first rule must be applied, because the global variable 2 is not bound during the 
unification of this expression with the left-hand side of the rule. Note that the second 
rule yields an instance of the result of the first rule: 
f(b(Z)9 ‘) 
b(Z) :;z,a, b(a) 
4.2. The implementation level 
The detection of this situation is very simple in our narrowing machine. After 
a successful unification, we simply have to check whether variables have been bound. 
Each variable binding is noted in the trail and the length of the trail is noted in the 
choice point before the unification phase, if there are alternative rules. Thus, we have 
to compare the length of the trail after the unification with the length noted in the 
choice point on top of the stack. If the trail has not changed, we are allowed to delete 
the choice point on top of the environment stack, because Lemma 4.1 ensures that no 
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other rules must be considered for the current function application. We presuppose 
here that bindings of local rule variables are not noted in the trail. Otherwise, one has 
to use a flag within the choice point that is set, whenever a global variable is bound. 
The specification of the narrowing machine in [ 131 contains already a machine 
instruction, that checks whether an expression variable has been bound during 
unification and if so, removes the choice point on top of the stack. In the code for 
a function with more than one rule this DET-CHECK’ instruction is placed after the 
code for the unification. 
ruletrans(f(tr, . . . . tn):= M.):= unifytrans(f(tl,...,t”)) 
DET-CHECK 
exptrans(M) 
RET 
In the code for the last rule of a function and if there is only one rule, the instruction 
DET-CHECK is superfluous, because the choice point has already been deleted by 
the instruction TRUST_ME_ELSE_FAIL or no choice point has been created. It 
should therefore be omitted in these cases. 
This special treatment of BABEL functions without guards improves purely or 
partially deterministic omputations. Its effect can be compared to the cut operator 
that can be used in Prolog to express determinism, because it also cuts off parts of the 
computation tree. In contrast to the Prolog cut, which has to be placed by the 
programmer and often restricts the bidirectional use of programs, the instruction 
DET_CHECK performs a dynamic cut, which is safe, because no solutions are lost, 
and which does not restrict the usability of the program. 
Example 4.3. The following BABEL rules define a binary function that determines, 
given a number n and a list 1, the prefix of 1 consisting of n elements. 
prejx(s(N), [Y 1 Ys]):= [Y 1 preJx(N, Ys)]. 
preJx(0, Ys):= [I. 
Whenever this function is called with ground arguments or with arguments, which 
have the pattern of the left-hand side of the first rule, our optimization applies, i.e. the 
second rule is not tried. When the first solution is found, one immediately recognizes 
that no further solutions exist, because there is no more choice point on the stack. 
The second advantage of our dynamic detection of determinism is that the rules can 
nevertheless be used to compute the inverse function or the graph of prejix. Expres- 
sions of the form prejx(N, [a, b, c]) = [a, b], prejix(N, Ys) = [a, b, c] or prejx(N, Ys) 
can still be solved appropriately. For the first two goal expressions the representation 
of the solutions depends on the implementation of the equality rules. 
1 In [13] the instruction has been called POP, because it eventually pops up a choice point from the 
environment stack. In this paper, we prefer the more general name DET_CHECK for the same instruction. 
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Please note that this detection and optimized treatment of functional computations 
is not possible in Prolog and logic languages. In these languages functions are 
represented by predicates, which describe the function graphs. Even in queries which 
correspond to purely functional calls, i.e. the function arguments are ground terms 
and the function value is represented by an unbound variable, this result variable will 
in general be bound during unification and the DET-CHECK instruction would not 
be applicable. 
Example 4.3 (continued). In Prolog the following rules define the same function as in 
the previous example 
prejx(s(N), [ Y 1 Ys], [Y I Zs]) :- prejix(N, Ys, 2s). 
prefix(O, Ys, C I). 
The additional third parameter epresents the result value. Deterministic calls of 
these rules have the form preJx(n, 1, Z) where n and 1 are ground terms representing 
a number and a list, respectively. As the result parameter will be bound during the 
unification phase, our optimization is not applicable. 
The effect of the DETCHECK instruction could be achieved by placing a cut on 
the right-hand side of the first rule. This would however estrict the applicability of the 
rules, as e.g. using the rules with the cut, queries of the form preJix(N, [a, b, c], 2) will 
only yield one solution instead of four solutions without the cut. 
In order to optimize the handling of predicates with functional character in Prolog 
or logic languages, one should distinguish between output, input and general vari- 
ables using mode declarations and use this information to detect determinism, but the 
effort seems to be higher than for functional logic languages. 
Please note that a determinism check for guardless rules is no longer needed, if 
a pattern matching compiler, as known from functional languages [1, 193, or a com- 
plete indexing scheme, as known from Prolog and logic languages [lo, 221, is used. 
Then, the selection of applicable rules is guided by the structure of the arguments. 
Choice points are only allocated, when a global variable is bound to some parameter 
term and alternative bindings are possible. Thus, no choice points are created for the 
locally deterministic function applications, which are detected by our determinism 
check (see e.g. [6, 231). 
The simple case of BABEL rules without guards is given in several purely functional 
definitions. For Prolog clauses, which correspond to boolean valued BABEL func- 
tions, this special situation is only present in facts. In the absence of a complete 
indexing scheme or a pattern driven compilation, our simple determinism check 
allows in special cases to reduce the computation tree by avoiding unnecessary 
backtracking and sometimes avoiding the generation of redundant solutions, when 
there is more than one possibility to derive an (intermediate) solution, which can 
especially happen in dynamically modified procedures. 
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In the next section we will consider the more important general case of guarded 
rules which may contain free variables in the guard. In this general case, the detection 
of determinism is slightly more involved, but may lead to important reductions of the 
computation tree especially for logic programs. Its effect cannot be achieved by 
indexing or intelligent backtracking. 
5. Determinism detection for rules with guards 
5.1. The semantics level 
A guarded rule is applicable when the unification of its left-hand side with the 
expression is successful and when the guard of the right-hand side of the rule can be 
evaluated to true. If no variables of the evaluated expression are bound during the 
unification and during the guard evaluation, no other rule must be tested. Lemma 4.1 
can be generalized to the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let 
(R,) f(tl ,..., tn):= B+M. and (R2)f(s1 ,..., s,) := C-+N. 
be any two program rules for the same function symbol f and let f(aI, . . ., a,) be an 
expression with ai E Term (1 < i < n). Without loss of generality we assume that the 
rules and the expression pairwise do not have common variables. 
Iff(tl, . . . . t,)e =f(4, . . . . a,) for some substitution 8 and B8 **, true, where a binds 
only local variables of RI, i.e. RI can be applied without that variables in f (aI, . . . , a,,) are 
bound, then R2 need not be considered, because either Rz is not applicable or the result of 
applying R2 yields an instance of the application of RI. 
Proof. Again we assume that R2 is also applicable, i.e. there exists a substitution 8 
with 
f(s 1 ,..., s,)P =f(aI ,..., a,)@ and CB’ s,n true. 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.1 we deduce that 66’ is a unifier of the left-hand sides RI 
and R2. The general nonambiguity condition tells us now that either 
1. MO8 = NOB (fusion of bodies) or 
2. BOO’ and CW are incompatible. (Note that instances of incompatible expressions 
are also incompatible.) 
As BB SO true and (T binds only free guard variables, the same narrowing steps are 
possible for an instance of B8 that binds only nonfree variables. Thus, we also have that 
B&I’ j,, true. As we have assumed that additionally CO’ $,* true and CtM’o = CB’ (0 
and d bind only variables of R,), Lemma 2.4 implies that BOB and CM are not 
incompatible. Consequently, the bodies of RI and R2 must be identical with respect o 
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M’, i.e. case 1. (fusion of bodies) is true. To complete the proof we now show that the 
application of R2 yields an instance of the application of R,: 
RI yields the expression M&J that equals MO, because Q binds only free variables of 
B, which are not allowed to occur in M. 
R2 yields the expression MYa’ that equals NtV’a’, because 8 does not bind variables 
in RZ. Because of the fusion bodies, this is identical to M&I’d and thus is an instance of 
Me. cl 
This theorem shows that, whenever a rule is applicable without that variables of the 
expression, which is currently evaluated, are bound, then no other rules for the 
corresponding function symbol must be considered and no alternative guard evalu- 
ations are necessary. Note that Lemma 4.1. is a special case of Theorem 5.1, where the 
guards of the program rules are identically true. 
As Prolog or logic programs are trivially nonambiguous, the theorem is also 
applicable. Whenever only free variables of the right-hand side of a rule have been 
bound during the application of a rule, no other rule for the corresponding predicate 
symbol must be considered and no reevaluation of the right-hand side of the rule is 
necessary. This corresponds to a dynamically added cut operator at the rightmost 
position in a rule. 
5.2. The implementation level 
In order to check whether no other rules must be considered, one has to detect after 
the unification and a successful guard evaluation, whether only local variables and 
free guard variables have been bound. A first approach is to place a slightly modified 
DETCHECK instruction, which checks whether the length of the trail noted in the 
choice point corresponding to the active environment block (which is not necessarily 
on top of the stack, because more environments and choice points may have been 
pushed on the stack during the guard evaluation) equals the current length of the trail, 
immediately before the code for the body evaluation. If the check is successful, no 
global variable has been bound, and all the choice points and environments on top of 
the active environment can be removed from the stack. Unfortunately, this simple 
approach applies only for guarded rules without free guard variables. 
Guard variables always appear within parameters of predicates (boolean-valued 
functions). When these predicates are called, the unbound (free) local guard variables 
become global variables, which cannot be distinguished from other global variables. 
Particularly, their bindings will be trailed during the predicate evaluation. Conse- 
quently, the trail will grow in most guard evaluations, even if only free guard variables 
have been bound. 
The main problem is how to detect, whether only free guard variables have been 
bound during a guard evaluation. For that purpose, the machine has to be able to 
distinguish between local and global variables, where one has to take into account 
that the notion of locality is relative with respect o the function calls. 
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Fortunately, it is, in principle, possible to distinguish between local and global 
variables of function calls using the graph pointer. Let e.g. sgp be the value of the 
graph pointer, when a function is called. As global variables (with respect to that 
function call) are always allocated in the graph before the function call, their addresses 
are less than sgp. Variable nodes for local variables are allocated after the function 
call, i.e. their addresses are greater than or equal to sgp. 
Thus, the DETCHECK instruction has simply to check, whether all the addresses, 
which have been noted in the trail during a unification and guard evaluation, are 
greater than or equal to the value of the graph pointer at the time of the function call. 
A minor additional problem is, however, that the information that is necessary to 
perform this check, the length of the trail and the graph pointer at the time the 
function was called, is up to now saved in choice points, which are only generated 
when a function is defined by more than one rule. The determinism check, however, 
also applies to functions with only one defining rule, which is guarded and contains 
free guard variables, because it may allow to remove the choice points and environ- 
ments of the guard evaluation corresponding to this rule. 
Example 5.2. Consider the rules 
appeM I, Y4 := Ys. 
uppend([X 1 Xs], Ys) := [X 1 append(Xs, Ys)]. 
sublist(Xs, Ys) := append(L,, append(Xs, L,)) = Ys --t true 
Narrowing of the ground goal expression sublist([a], [a, b, a, c]) leads to the following 
guard evaluation. Note that L1 and Lz are free guard variables. 
append&, vpeMCa1, JW = [a, b, a, cl 
=%/Cl~ weMCa1, LA = [a, b, a, cl 
*c Ca I weN[: 1, Ld = [a, b, a, cl 
-z [a I LA = Ca, b, a, cl 
‘e a = u,L, = [b,a,c] 
*e true, Lz = [b, a, c] 
=>e Lz = Cb, a, cl 
* 
*IL,ICha,clI true 
Please note that the binding of Lz is generated using several rules for the predefined 
function symbols. Only the free guard variables L1 and Lz have been bound during 
this evaluation. Thus the determinism check would be successful, but in the current 
version of the narrowing machine it is not possible to perform the check, because no 
choice point for the call of sublist has been generated and thus the length of the trail 
and the graph pointer have not been saved. 
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In order to save the length of the trail and the graph pointer for each function call, 
we move this information from the choice point to the environment of a function call. 
As an environment is allocated for every function call, the determinism check is then 
always possible. 
If the determinism check is successful, Theorem 5.1 guarantees that a reevaluation 
of the guard is not necessary and alternative function rules need not be considered. 
This means that all choice points and environments on top of the current environment 
may be removed from the environment stack. In order to simplify the restoring of the 
backtrack pointer in this case, we additionally move the saved backtrack pointer from 
choice points to environments. Thus we perform the following. 
- Modification of environments and choice points: 
The structure of the environments of function calls becomes 
(nlv, lvars, sep, ra, [t, sge sbp,), 
l&v 
where the first five components are as before, and the last three components are the 
additional information, previously stored in the choice point: 
l the length of the trail tt E N (top of trail) 
l the saved graph pointer sgp E N and 
l the saved backtrack pointer sbp E N. 
Choice points now only contain the following components 
(tds, nds, sds, n, args, badr). 
which are necessary to restore a previous machine state on backtracking, in addition 
to the information that has been moved to the environments. 
- Modijication of the code generation and the DET-CHECK Instruction: 
Now, the following code is produced for a rule. 
ruletrans(f(t,, . . . . t,):= B + M.):= 
body : 
unifytrans(f(tI, . . . , tn)) 
exptrans (B) 
JMP-TRUE body 
FAIL 
DET-CHECK 
exptrans(M) 
RET 
The DETXHECK instruction is placed after the code for the guard evaluation. It 
checks, whether all addresses, which have been noted in the trail during the unification 
phase and the guard evaluation, are greater or equal to the graph pointer saved in the 
current environment block, i.e. correspond to local variables. This check is, of course, 
only necessary, if there are choice points on top of the current environment, i.e. if the 
backtracking pointer bp is greater than the environment pointer ep. If the check is 
successful, it removes all environments and choice points on top of the actual 
environment and sets the backtrack pointer to the saved value. If a global variable has 
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%[DET_CHECKl (ip, G, gp, ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
:= ifep > bp 
then (ip + 1, G, gp, ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
else let st[ep..l] = nlv:lvars:sep:ra:tt:sgp:sbp:st’ 
in ijVi (tt c i < lg(tr)) + tr[i] 2 sgp % determinism check 
then (ip + 1, G, sgp, ds, st[ep..l], ep, sbp, tr[l..tt]) 
else (ip + 1, G, gp, ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
Fig. 2. Formal Specification of the DET_CHECK instruction. 
been bound, the environment stack remains unchanged. A formal specification of the 
DETCHECK instruction is given in Fig. 2. 
The main benefits of our determinism check are the optimized treatment of purely 
functional computations and the safe and dynamic cut of the computation tree in the 
general case of nondeterministic omputations. By the elimination of choice points, 
unnecessary backtracking is avoided. Thus, time and space are preserved. An impor- 
tant property of the determinism check is that it often avoids the generation of 
redundant solutions. This is an advantage of our check in comparison with intelligent 
backtracking schemes, which also avoid useless backtracking (in general even more 
than our determinism check), but are not able to detect redundancy. 
Example 5.3. Consider again the BABEL rules of Example 5.2. 
The goal expression 
sublist([X, Y], [a, b,a]), sublist([X, y1, [a, b,a, b,a]) 
determines the common two-element sublists of the lists [a, b, a] and [a, b, a, b, a]. 
Without determinism check, the narrowing machine yields four solutions, where the 
two solutions X = a , Y = b and X = b, Y = a both appear twice. This redundancy is 
due to the fact, that the second call of sublist is always ground. Only free variables are 
bound during its evaluation, i.e. the backtracking on this call is superfluous. 
The determinism check eliminates the choice point of this call and thus avoids the 
generation of the redundant solutions. 
Redundancy often occurs in typical Prolog applications. 
Example 5.4. Consider a simple library data base in Prolog: 
user(john). has_book(john, b15). active(X):-has_book(X, B). 
user(mary). has_book(john, bll). 
user(bob). has_book(john, b5). 
has_book(mary, b107). 
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Without our detection of determinism the query ‘user(X), active(X)’ will yield the 
solution ‘X = john’ as many times as the user john has a book, because the subquery 
has-book (john, B) succeeds everal times, binding the free guard variable B to the 
different books. With our dynamic detection of determinism such redundant solutions 
are avoided. 
Usually, a concrete implementation of the equality operator ‘ = ’ does not follow 
the predefined rules given in Section 2.2, but uses a general unification algorithm to 
test whether two expressions can be made equal or not. Our innermost implementa- 
tion is based on the narrowing rules 
ti = tz 
1 
as true if (r is m.g.u. of tr and tz, 
=sc false otherwise. 
The main difference lies in the fact that the predefined rules always bind variable 
parameter to nonvariable terms. Narrowing of the expression X = Y yields infinitely 
many ground solutions, while the above narrowing rules allow to derive the single 
solution true, binding X to Y, or vice versa. Note that this solution does not represent 
all the solutions, defined by the predefined rules, as the latter also permit to narrow 
the expression X = Y to false, binding X and Y to different terms. 
The incomplete implementation of the equality operator increases the applicability 
of the determinism check, as it avoids global variable bindings. 
Example 5.5. Again, we refer to the rules of Example 5.2. 
Evaluation of the expression sublist([a], [a, b, a 1 L]) (cf. Example 5.2) will not bind 
the global variable L. Thus, the determinism check applies and only one solution, 
instead of infinitely many, is generated. 
Without the determinism check, it will not be possible to find both solutions of the 
goal sublist([X, Y-j, [a, b, a]), sublist([X, Y], [a, b, a, b 1 L]) (cf. the previous example), 
because there are infinitely many redundant possibilities to solve the second subgoal, 
given the bindings {X/u, Y/b} produced by the first subgoal. Evaluation with the 
determinism check yields exactly the two possible solutions. 
Note that these optimizations cannot be achieved by a dynamic groundness check. 
Finally, we want to comment upon the incorporation of the determinism check in 
lazy narrowing implementations, where the evaluation of arguments in function calls 
in delayed until their values are demanded by the overall computation. 
Usually (see e.g. [6] or [13]), nonevaluated argument expressions are represented 
by special suspension odes, which contain the code address for the argument evalu- 
ation and the environment hat is needed for the execution of this code. Furthermore, 
these nodes contain place to keep note of the result after a successful evaluation. 
A suspension ode must not be overwritten after its evaluation, because backtracking 
may require a reset. 
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Evaluation of a suspension ode leads to the creation of a new environment block 
on top of the stack, execution of the corresponding code and finally an update that 
notes the result of the evaluation in the suspension ode and adds the address of the 
suspension ode to the trail. Resetting the trail on backtracking unbinds variable and 
suspension nodes. 
Theorem 5.1 has been stated for innermost function applicationsf(ai, . . . , a,), where 
ai E Term, but it also holds for outermost function applications f(Mi, . . . , M,) with 
Mi E Exp, for which the presuppositions are satisfied. The proof remains the same. 
Thus, the determinism check is also possible in lazy implementations. As the trail 
does not only contain the addresses of variable nodes, it must be slightly modified. 
Whenever the addresses noted in the trail during a successful unification and guard 
evaluation point at (possibly global) suspensions or local, i.e. free guard variables, the 
choice points and environments on top of the active environment can be removed. 
6. Results and conclusions 
The dynamic detection of determinism has been incorporated in the implementa- 
tion of our stack narrowing machine. It shows good results, avoiding unnecessary 
global backtracking for deterministic computations after the first result has been 
found, and in general when local determinism can be detected. The speedup of 
computations depends of course on the grade of determinism that is present in the 
various example programs. Table 1 shows the runtimes and stack space for the 
following example programs, without and with determinism check. 
colour n determines all solutions to colour a graph with six nodes using four colours 
in such a way that connected nodes do not get the same colour. The colours of 
n nodes are fixed. 
purse n parses a simple English sentence of length n. 
queens n determines all possibilities to pose n queens on a n x n chessboard in such 
a way that they cannot beat each other. 
quicksort n sorts the list [ 1, . . . , n] using the recursive quicksort algorithm. In the 
table, only the time to find the solution is noted. 
Table 1 
Runtimes and stack space without and with determinism check (DC) 
Problem Runtimes (set) Stack size (words) 
No D.C. With DC. Diff. No D.C. With D.C. Diff. 
colour (0) 1.402 1.124 - 19.83% 147 92 - 37.4% 
colour (3) 0.103 0.060 - 41.75% 154 88 - 42.9% 
parse (15) 0.100 0.096 - 4.00% 853 363 - 57.4% 
queens (8) 7.838 7.928 + 1.15% 1149 697 - 39.3% 
quicksort (50) 0.516 0.530 + 2.71% 36555 562 - 98.5% 
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The measurements have been obtained using an interpreter for the abstract machine 
code of the innermost narrowing machine, written in C. All examples have been 
executed on a SPARC station 1 + (Sun-4/65). 
In most of our examples the runtime could be substantially increased by the 
determinism check. The time overhead of the additional DETCHECK instruction is 
usually less than 3%. Our measurements show an important reduction of the stack 
space, with is due to the early deletion of choice points. 
The execution of purely functional programs is the same as in reduction machines. 
As soon as an applicable rule has been found, the DETCHECK instruction detects 
the determinism and deletes the choice point on top of the stack. Note that reduction 
machines, which do not presume a pattern matching compiler, also have to work with 
choice points noting the address of the next alternative rule during pattern matching. 
The only difference to the narrowing machine is the size of choice points and the check 
that has to be performed to detect the determinism. 
The detection of local determinism corresponds to a dynamic cut of the computa- 
tion tree that is safe, because it is only done, when no solutions are lost. Note that the 
modifications of the narrowing machine could also be incorporated in the Warren 
abstract machine [22]. 
One could argue that the same or even better backtracking behaviour can be 
achieved by intelligent backtracking schemes. This is true, if backtracking is initialized 
by a failure. If, however, backtracking is started, because the user asks for more 
solutions, our method is advantageous, because we delete choice points as soon 
as determinism is detected. Intelligent backtracking will go back to the top- 
most choice point, which may be superfluous, while our approach will avoid such 
redundant computations. Incorporation of an intelligent backtracking scheme in the 
narrowing machine will of course lead to further improvements in the execution of 
programs. 
7. Related work 
During the last years a lot of proposals have been made for the implementation of 
narrowing, see e.g. [2,5,6,8,9,12,15, 18,231. Except [6, 12, 15,231, where unification 
and backtracking have been incorporated in a functional reduction machine, these 
approaches are based on the Warren abstract machine. 
In [13] it has been shown, how to extend a stack reduction machine for functional 
languages in order to be able to perform narrowing. This approach led to the question 
whether it would be possible to detect purely functional computations in the extended 
machine. This paper gives a positive answer to this question and presents a general 
method for the dynamic detection of local determinism, that is also useful for purely 
logic programs. 
[2, 5, 12, 15, 183 do not incorporate a special treatment of deterministic com- 
putations. 
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[S, 91 presents an extension of Warren’s abstract machine which is able to evaluate 
Horn clause logic programs with equality. A preprocessor transforms programs into 
two groups of conditional equations, for narrowing steps and rewriting steps, respec- 
tively. Accordingly, the abstract machine is capable of performing narrowing and 
rewriting, where rewriting is supported by a separate mechanism. Before each narrow- 
ing step the machine tries to rewrite expressions. If no rewriting is possible, narrowing 
is done. In this way, no narrowing is necessary for the execution of purely functional 
programs. If however narrowing cannot be avoided, there will be an overhead of first 
trying to perform rewriting. In contrast, our machine always does narrowing, where 
narrowing is viewed as a generalization of reduction, which is achieved by replacing 
pattern matching by unification. After the applicability of a rule is proved, it is 
checked whether pattern matching or unification has been done, i.e. whether reduc- 
tion or rewriting instead of narrowing can be used to evaluate the expression. No 
overhead is necessary to switch between rewriting and narrowing. 
In [6,23], a pattern driven mechanism is used for the selection of applicable rules. 
By this method, the determinism in guardless rules is easily detected. For such rules, 
their approach is even advantageous, because no choice point is created, when it can 
be avoided. As has been shown in Section 5, the general determinism check is more 
powerful and leads to further improvements of the backtracking behaviour. It is 
straightforward to incorporate the general determinism check in the various abstract 
machine models. 
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Appendix. Formal specification of the innermost narrowing machine 
with determinism check 
A.l. Components of the store 
Due to space limitations, we do not repeat the formal specification of the compo- 
nents of the narrowing machine, but refer to Section 3.3 and the modifications 
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described in Section 5.2. Following these definitions, the states of the narrowing 
machine will be given by tuples of the form 
(ip, G, gp, ds, st, ep, bp, tr) E Storex 
where 
Store, := PAdr x [Adr + GNodes,] x Adr x Adr* 
x (Adr u N u PAdr u {?})* x NZ x Adr*. 
As the program store does not change during the computations of the machine, we 
do not note it in states. For technical reasons, we extend the set of graph nodes by 
hole nodes (HOLE), which are used during unification for the generation of term 
representations. 
A.2. Backtracking 
Backtracking means resetting all components of the machine with respect to the 
saved information in the top level choice point and the underlying environment. 
backtrack(ip, G, gp, d,: ... :dI, st, ep, bp, tr) 
:= if bp = 0 then (0, G, gp, d,: ... :dI, st, ep, bp, tr) 
else let st[bp..l] = tds:nds:sds:n:args:badr: 
k:lv,:... :lvk:ep’:ra:tt:sgp:sbp:st’ 
in (budr, undo(G, tr[(tt + l)..Ig(tr)]), sgp, args:sds:dt,,8: *em :dI, 
tds:nds:sds:n:args:badr:k:?: .a. :?:ep’:ra:tt:sgp:sbp:st’, 
bp - n - nds - 6, bp, tr[l..ttJ) 
where undo(G, tr):= iftr = E then G else let tr = a:@ in ~~o((;[u/(vAR, ?)], tr’) and 
lg(tr) denotes the length of the trail tr. 
A.3. Machine instructions 
Unijication instructions 
The unification of an argument of a function call and the formal parameter term of 
a function rule is done by traversing the parameter term top down (right to left 
following the order of the arguments on the stack) and performing local comparisons. 
As a parameter term may be a variable or a constructor term, we distinguish two 
instructions for local unification steps. 
UNIFYVAR i binds the ith local variable to the term represented by the top 
element of the data stack. 
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%[UNIFYVAR i] (ip, G,gp,do:ds,st,ep, bp, tr) 
:= ifG(d,) = (HOLE) then (ip + 1, G[&,/(vAR, ?)], 
gp, 4 st Cep - WI, ep, b, tr) 
else (ip + 1, G, gp,ds, st [ep - i/d,,], ep, bp,tr) 
UNIFYCONSTR (c, n) is used if the parameter term has the top level constructor 
c and n component erms. It unifies the root of the term represented by the top element 
of the data stack with the constructor c. If this local unification fails, backtracking is 
initiated. Otherwise, the unification of the component erms is done by the subsequent 
instructions. 
GB[UNIFYCONSTR (c, n)j (ip, G, gp, d,,:ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
:= ifG(d,)= (CONSTR,C,bI:***:b,) 
then (ip + 1, G, gp, dereference(b,): .a0 :dereference(bl):ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
else if G(d,) = (VAR, ?) 
then(ip + 1, G [dO/(VAR, gp), gp/<CONSTR, c,(gp + 1): a.. :(gp + n)), 
gp + ~/(HoLE),..., gP + n/(HOLE)],gP + n + 1, 
gp + n: ... :gp + 1 :ds, st, ep, bp, tr:d,,) 
else if G(d,) = (HOLE) 
then (ip + 1, G[de/(CONSTR,c,gp: “e:gp + ?I - l), 
gP/(HOLE), ‘. . , gP + n - l/(HOLE)], gP + n, 
gp+n-l:*.* :gp: ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
else backtrack (ip, G, gp, d,-,:ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
where dereference(G, adr):= if G(adr) = (VAR, adr’) then dereference(G, adr’) else adr. 
Forward control instructions 
The evaluation of new function calls is initiated by the instruction CALL (f, n, k,j). 
The instruction pointer is set to ca(f), the code address off, i.e. the first line of code for 
the function f, a new environment is put on top of the environment stack assuming 
n pointers to arguments on the data stack, reserving place for k local variables 
and saving the return address of the function call. The fourth parameterj is a flag that 
indicates a tail recursive call. If it is set, the previous environment block is 
overwritten. 
The CALL instruction may lead to the extension of the top level choice point, if the 
depth of the stack saved in the choice point on top of the stack is greater or equal to 
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the current depth of the data stack minus the number of arguments of the function, as 
these arguments will be removed from the data stack during the unification. 
%‘[CALL (f, n, k,j)j (ip, G,gp,d,:...:d,:ds,st,ep,bp, tr) 
:= ifbp > ep 
then ifst = tds:nds:st’ and tds > lg(ds) % extension of choice point 
then let nsave = tds - lg(ds) in 
(ca(f),G,gp,d,:...:d,:ds, 
k: ?: ... :?:ep:ip + l:lg(tr):gp:bp + nsave 
k times 
:lg(ds):nds + nsave:dI: . . ..d.__:st’, 
bp + k + 3 + nsave, bp + nsavc, tr) 
else (ca(f), G, gp, ds, 
k:?: . . . :?:ep:ip + l:lg(tr):gp:bp:st,bp + k + 3, bp, tr) 
k 
else ifj = 1 
then % tail recursive call 
let st = &:a;: *em :a;,:ep’:ra’:tt’:dgp’:bp:st’ in 
(ca(f),G,gp,d,:...:d,:ds, 
ky?: . . . :?:ep’:ra’:lg(tr):gp:bp:st’, ep - k’ + k, bp, tr) 
k 
else let newenv = k:?: ..a :?:ep:ip + l:lg(tr):gp:bp in 
k 
(ca(f),G,gp,d,: ... :dI:ds, newenv:st, ep + k + 3, bp, tr) 
RET successfully finishes a function call. It may however only remove the cur- 
rent environment if it is on top of the stack. If a choice point is on top of the 
stack, the environment must be saved, because it might be needed in an alternative 
computation. 
w[RETll (@, G gp, 4 st, ep, bp, tr) 
:= let st[ep..l] = k:aI:...:ak:ep’:ra:tt:sgp:bp:st’ in 
if bp > ep then (ra, G, gp, ds, st, ep’, bp, tr) 
else (ra, G, gp, ds, st’, ep’, bp, tr) 
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JMP 1, JMP_TRUE 1, JMP_FALSE 1 denote simple and conditional jump instruc- 
tions. 
WIIlJMP 14 (in G, m ds, St, ep, bp, tr) := (I, G, gp, ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
%‘pMP_{E&F} 1 1 (ip, G[dd<CONSTR, h &)I, w, d&s, St, ep, bp, tr) 
:=ifb= then (1, G, sp, ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
else (ip + 1, G, gp, dO:ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
Backward control instructions 
The backward control instructions manage the creation and deletion of choice 
points on the stack. We use the same instruction names as Warren in his Prolog 
machine [22] in order to make clear the close correspondence of the instructions. 
TRY-ME-ELSE (1, n) generates a choice point on top of the stack to keep all 
information necessary to reset the state of the computation and to switch to the next 
alternative rule, whose code starts at program address 1. n gives the number of 
arguments of the function call on top of the stack, which must be saved in the choice 
point. 
%[TRY_ME_ELSE (1, n)] (ip, G, gp, d.: -.-:dI:ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
:= (ip + 1, G, gp, d,: a-- :dI:ds, lg(ds):O:e:n:d,,: -a. :dI:l:st, ep, ep + n + 6, tr) 
RETRY-ME-ELSE 1 replaces the backtrack address of the choice point on top of 
the stack by 1, if an alternative rule is tried and there are still more alternatives. 
%?[RETRY_ME_ELSE 11 (ip, G, gp, ds, tds:nds:sds:n:args:badr:st, ep, bp, tr) 
:= (ip + 1, G, ds, tds:nds:sds:n:args:l:st, ep, bp, tr) 
TRUST-ME-ELSE-FAIL is the command that precedes the code generated for 
the last rule of a function symbol. It eliminates the choice point on top of the stack. 
%‘[TRUST_ME_ELSE_FAIL4 (ip, G, gp, ds, tds:nds:sds:n:args: badr:st, ep, bp, tr) 
:= (ip + 1, G, gp, ds, st, ep, sbp, tr) 
DET-CHECK performs the determinism check. This instruction has been specified 
in Fig. 2. 
FAIL immediately leads to backtracking. It is needed in the translation of guarded 
expressions to force the reevaluation of the guard, if this has not been evaluated to 
true. 
WEFAIL] (ip, G, gp, ds, st, ep, bp, tr):= backtrack (ip, G, gp, ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
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LOAD i loads the ith local variable of the current environment on the data stack. 
%‘[LOAD i 4 (ip, G, gp, ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
:= ifst[ep - i] = ? 
then (ip + 1, G[gp/(VAR, ?)], gp + 1, gp:ds, st[ep - i - l/gp], ep, bp, tr) 
else (ip + 1, G, gp, dereference (G, st[ep - i]):ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
NODE (c, n) generates a new constructor node where n addresses for the compo- 
nents are taken from the data stack and replaced by the address of the newly 
generated node. As the NODE instruction takes elements from the data stack, it may 
be necessary to save some of these elements. This is analogous to the CALL instruc- 
tion. 
%‘[NODE(c, n)j (ip, G, gp, d,: . . ..di.ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
:= if bp > ep and st[bp] > Ig(ds) 
then let st = tds:nds:st’ and lg(ds) = m in 
(ip + 1, G[gp/(CONSTR, c, dI: ... :d,)], gp + 1, gp:ds, 
m:nds + (tds - m):dI: ..e :drds_,,,:st’, ep, bp + (tds - m), tr) 
else (ip + 1, G [gp/(coNsTR, c, dI : -.- :d,)], gp + 1, gp:ds, st, ep, bp, tr) 
A.4. State transitions 
The transitions of the 
generated for a BABEL 
narrowing machine are determined by the code that is 
program. If the goal expression M has k variables, the 
machine execution starts with the configuration 
(ca(M), G1, k + 1, E, k: 1. -.- , . _ :k,:O:O:O:k + l:O, k + 3,0, [I) 
k variables 
where ca(M) denotes the address of the first line of code for M and G1 is the graph 
which only contains the unbound variable nodes representing the variables of the goal 
expression, i.e. 
Gl(a) = 
I 
(vAR, ?> if 1 < a < k, 
undefined otherwise, 
The environment for the goal expression is necessary to keep track of the bindings of 
the variables contained in the goal. The transition rule 
(ip, G, gp, ds, St, ep, bp, tr) b Wg[ps(ip)ll (ip, G, gp, ds, SC, ep, bp, tr) 
is applied until one of the following conditions is true. 
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0 ep = 0 (successful computation): 
The result is represented by the top of the data stack, while the bindings of the 
variables of the goal expression are given by the first graph entries, which have been 
reserved for the representation of these variables. If bp > 0, more solutions might be 
obtained by backtracking. 
or 
l bp = 0 and ep > 1 (failure): 
In this case a failure has occurred and no more choice point is given on the 
environment stack, i.e. no more alternative computations are possible. 
A.5. Code generation 
The code that is generated for procedures and rules has already been specified in 
Section 3.2, where we assume the modifications described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. 
The code for a goal expression corresponds to the translation of the right-hand side 
of function rules, followed by an unconditional jump to the stop address 0: 
goaltrans(M) := exptrans (M, 0) 
JMPO 
The following translation schemes are used to produce code for the unification: 
unijjGrans (f(tl, . . . , t,)) with unitrans (Xi) := UNIFYVAR i 
: = unitrans (Cm) unitrans (c(tl, . . . . tn)):= UNIFYCONSTR (c, n) 
unitrans (tn) 
unitrans (Cl) 
unitrans (Cl) 
and for the evaluation of expressions: 
exptrans (Xi, j) := LOAD i exptrans (I3 -+ M, j) 
._ .- exptrans (B, 0) 
JMP_TRUE lb-M 
exptrans (c(M,, . . . . M,), j) 
:= exptrans (Ml, 0) 
FAIL 
lb-M: exptrans (M, j) 
exptrans (M,, 0) exptrans (B + MO IV, j) 
NODE (c, n) := exptrans (B, 0) 
JMP-TRUE lb-T 
exptrans (f(Mi,...,W),j) JMP-FALSE lb-F 
:= exptrans (Ml, 0) FAIL 
lb-T: exptrans (M, j) 
JMP en&lb 
exptrans (M,, 0) lb-F: exptrans (N, j) 
CALUf, n, k j) end-lb: . - - 
These translation schemes realize the leftmost innermost evaluation strategy. 
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